In the final IM golf tournament ever, Phi Delta Theta's Dennis Moses '69, New England's $10,000 low Insurance. Kendall Wm. MacDonald
Company first mover, led the field by 25 strokes over Arnot's Rick Marcus '86, East Campus' Millson, Phi Delta's Clarke all posted scores of 88.

In the second half, Fred M. Clark scored and made scoring again on a shot off the right side of the visiting goales. With one minute left, MIT lost a man on a penalty, but the defense managed to hold the scoreless tie.

Light crew wins
The lightweight crew team came home from Pennsylvania with two wins. The second boat finished two lengths ahead of Penn and also defeated a Cornell boat. Cornell, defeated by MIT last week, traveled to the races for another chance, but lost by a length.

The first boat trailed by a half length at the 5 mile mark in the 2000 meter race, but pulled even with a quarter mile to go. They continued to pull ahead and won by a half length in a time of 6:47.

With only two losses in the season, the lights are expected to do very well at the upcoming regatta.
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